
This year marks 2        years since the orginal 
Waterloo Bridge was opened. In collaboration 
with our neighbour St John’s Church, MSMR set 
out to deliver an installation combining local 
history, community and architecture in response 
to both the LFA’s theme of Memory and the 
church’s own Waterloo Festival. With the church 
gardens as the site and the bridge as our 
inspiration, we’ve tried to celebrate and support 
these festivals while providing something 
lasting for the church.
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Waterloo Bridge and its vicinity during the 19th century and today, below

The original Waterloo Bridge photographed circa 1846

1827 1897 2017

For 1600 years London Bridge was the 
city’s only bridge. Westminster became 
its second in 1750. Waterloo Bridge, 
along with Vauxhall, Blackfriars and 
Southwark, was initiated during the 
Napoleonic wars. Originally named 
the Strand bridge, it was renamed 
upon its opening in 1817 to celebrate 
Wellington’s victory.

The bridge’s purpose was to open up 
Lambeth Marshes to ease the crowded 
city. The new population needed a 
church and St Johns was promptly 
constructed, opening in 1822. The area 
itself soon became densely populated 
and in 1877, through the social 
reformer Octavia Hill, the churchyard 
was converted into a public park. 



Hill chose the words of 17th century 
poet and priest George Herbert for a 
mosaic frieze on the church: “All may 
have if they dare try a glorious life or 
grave”.  The park soon became an 
important green space in the area, 
even serving as a recreation ground for 
the school which is now home to our 
practice.

After 120 years of service the original 
Waterloo Bridge was demolished 
following scour damage. A new bridge 
was rebuilt to designs by architect 
Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, renowned for 
Bankside and Battersea power stations, 
as well as the famous red telephone 
box. Opening in 1942, the bridge was 
built during the war by a largely female 
work force, earning it the nickname the 
Ladies’ Bridge. 

The church garden on a summer’s day offers a lunchtime escape from the office or refuge from bustling Waterloo Station



With iconic, architect-designed seating and the 
elegant simplicity of Sir Giles Gilbert Scott’s 
bridge as our inspiration, we chose to pursue 
the idea of a Waterloo Bridge-inspired bench 
for the church garden.

concept



“We spend our life, it’s ours, trying to bring together in 
the same instant a ray of sunshine and a free bench”

- Samuel Beckett

Eames Walnut Stool, 1960
Ray Eames

Bertoia Bench, 1952
Harry Bertoia

Barcelona Daybed, 1929
Mies van der Rohe

Butterfly Stool, 1954
Sori Yanagi

Aalto 60 Stool, 1932
Alvar Aalto

Nelson Bench, 1946
George Nelson



Initial sketches exploring the bridge’s arched form (above)
Looking at Scott’s design in a literal sense (below), a bench form is modelled based on original drawings of the bridge 
(A), before making small tweaks to simplify and refine (B)

A B



Having studied the form of 
Scott’s bridge, the water of 
the Thames is introduced as 
a design element1. early design

2. low tide

3. high tide

4. simplified

5. refined - top extended 



With our concept in place, various iterations 
of the design were explored and materials 
assessed. Reflecting the mosaic on the church, 
a line by George Herbert was added to the 
bench base. Typeface, size and arrangement 
of Herbert’s words were all tested for legibility 
and visual impact; while renders of the bench, 
both detailed and abstract, helped to finalise 
the design before fabrication.

design



Concrete top, granite-clad base

Timber top, granite-clad base

Timber top, concrete base Concrete top, concrete base

Material choice: white 
concrete top with a 
dark concrete base



Material samples: 
polished white concrete 
for the bench top; 
black concrete (with a 
light acid finish) for the 
bench base
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George Herbert
Anglican priest and poet, 1593 - 1633

“He who cannot 
forgive breaks the 
bridge over which he 
himself must pass”

- George Herbert

Mosaic frieze: “All may have if they dare try a glorious life or grave” - George Herbert



Different typefaces and word arrangements for George Herbert’s line are explored (final selection highlighted in pink 
above). Herbert’s original quote is amended to appear on the bench as “Those who cannot forgive break the bridge 
over which they themselves must pass”. Renders of the bench explore seasonal light and texture and help to finalise 
the design before fabrication (below).



Reflecting the construction of the bridge itself, 
our bench is formed in concrete. Fabrication 
was undertaken by a specialist concrete 
manufacturer based in Northumberland. Using 
our technical drawings they were able to build 
moulds for the base and top of the bench, 
applying the lettering to the base. Scott’s 
Waterloo Bridge is clad in Portland Stone, whilst 
its piers are clad in granite salvaged from the 
old bridge. Our bench reflects this split with a 
light top, smooth to the touch, and a dark, more 
textured base. 

fabrication



rubber mould 
for bench top

the bench top 
drying in its mould

bench top upturned before polishing white concrete top, polished

lettering in place in the base mould

the bench base upturned with 
rubber lettering still visible removing lettering



The manufacturer arranged delivery of the 
875 kg bench to Exton Street and a second 
team installed the bench once it had been 
craned over the churchyard wall. The bench is 
positioned in a sunny spot within the garden 
below Herbert’s mosaic verse so that the poet’s 
lines can be read and considered together.

installation



bench position within the church garden



#waterloobench
1 June 2017


